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PURPOSE OP THE SERVICE PAPER
f;
Introduction to the Study
The underlying purpose . The purpose that underlies
this Service Paper is chiefly t]aat of setting fD4>th, under
The Unit Method of Teaching, a plan whereby the great bulk,
of subject-matter, (for which high school chemistry is famous)
may be applied to the individual student *s techniques and
his ability to carry on self-directed experimentation.
The writer *s main contribution will be to apply a few
of the principles and procedures set forth in the courses.
The Unit Method in the Secondary School
,
and Organization
and Administration of Secondary Schools . 1/
Two units, one on Sulphur and Its Compounds, and the
other on Carbon, are being presented with a definite empha-
sis on pupil activity under guidance and specific encourage-
ment of individual laboratory experimentation. The core ac-
tivities are presented because of their ovm basic importance,
and their contribution to the student *s background in this
ever-grov/lng field.
ITThe Unit Method in Secondary School ; Roy 0. Billett,
Boston University School of Education.
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2It is hoped that the plans herein, and results obtained
will give other teachers of chemistry faint outlines of meth-
ods of presentation that will obtain specific objectives, and,
at the same time, provide for individual differences.
Definition of Terms
"The delimitation of the unit is a statement of the lesser
le8J?ning products which are components of the unit which
are to be made the direct object of instruction within a given
time allotment, ,.1/
The Unit Assignment
"The unit assignment is the best sequence of teacher-pupil
activity which the teacher v/as able to arrange prior to the open-
ing of the teaching-learning cycle,,, it leaves the teacher free
to (1) capitalize on related current events,,, and (2) modify
the assignment for each pupil as need arises,"—/
Optional Related Activities
Optional related activities are activities which the pupil
may engage in because he wants to, "Although these activities
are optional, if the pupil selects one, he is expected to select
it with the teacher’s approval, and to pursue it under the guid-
ance of the teacher.
'ij Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary School Teaching,
Houghton hifflin Company, Boston, 1940, p, 504,
^ Ibid, p, 506
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Mastery tests, given at the close of each unit should be
clear, easy to administer and score, and as objective as pos-
sible in nature and construction.
Time Limit
A reasonable time limit for the running of each unit should
be set by the teacher and made known to the students at the out-
set of each unit presented. In this study, three weeks were
devoted to Sulphur, and two weeks to Carbon.
Presentation Periods
It is a well-known fact that students enjoy presenting to
their fellow-students, work that they have either "discovered"
or can perform especially well. Therefore, several presenta-
tion periods have been planned. During these brief periods a
student may perform, demonstrate or explain an experiment be-
fore the entire class. In this way correlation with the mathe-
matics and English departments (to name but two) is secured.
Again, it might be well to recall, "The best way to learn is to
teach,"
Study G^llde8
"...in other words, the teacher can give direct help and
guidance at any time to any pupil or group of pupils and at the
Same time give indirect help... via the study and activity guide
to all other pupils, Ml/
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4Individual Differences
Since each pupil brings to the unit dlflerent learning
rates, dlflerent reading rates, and different experiences,
th© point of beginning rate of progress and objectives attained
Vvlll vary for each student. Both the core activities and re-
lated activities are designed to take this differential into
consideration.
Ihe Glasses: The two classes, both college preparatory groups,
are seniors in a standard four-year hi’h school. They come
'from either superior or above average homes, and have, in al-
most all casesi American parents.
Chronological Intelligence
Age
pupil Years Months Quotient
1 16 9 131
2 17 7 114
3 17 1 110
4 17 2 120
5 17 2 139
6 17 111
7 16 7 102
3 16 3 104
Table 1. Showing clironological ages and Intelligence Quotients
of tv/o classes of chemistry students, (continued)
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Pupil Years Mont ns Quotient
9 17 2 113
10 re 5 113
11 16 9 117
12 17 5 112
13 17 7 113
14 IB 2 109
15 17 9 128
16 16 6 120
17 17 5 133
IB 16 10 101
19 17 3 133
20 16 9 123
21 17 10 113
22 17 0 111
23 16 8 97
24 17 11 116
25 17 9 89
26 17 5 121
27 16 4 147
2j 17 7 109




















Pupil Years Months PLiotient
30 17 4 115
31 17 3 115
32 16 11 106
33 17 3 131
34 17 4 127
35 13 7 96
36 17 0 114
37 17 2 110
38 17 1 122
39 17 3 126
40 16 3 114
41 16 11 113
42 17 6 103
43 17 3 123
44 16 2 110

































The units are "being presented to two classes of chem-
istry students in Hingham High School, Hingham, Massachu-
setts. The town of Hingham is located seventeen miles
southeast of Boston, and is popularly icnown as "a typical
New Hn^land small town.
"
The facilities of the chemistry department, superior
to those usually found in local high schools, are outlined
as follows:
a lecture and demonstration room (combined) with lecture
table, (water, sink;, gas, electricity, and fluorescent
lighting) thirty tablet- type chairs, twenty- five feet of
blackboard, and a small bulletin board.
At the rear of the room (see photographs on page 8)
six large laboratory benches, each with a sink, water, gas,
and electricity are located.
The commercial department makes good duplicating
service available, and a projection Club will operate slide
projectors, motion pictures, and opaq.ue projectors at the
teacher’s re(j.uest.
The school maintains a e>ood library, with a full-time
trained librarian in charge. The tov.n library is small and
inadeq.uate. xiowever, a larger library is located in ^uincy,
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General Information concerning the units submitted *
The units which have been selected are standard sections




!• Unit Organization on Sulphur and its compounds
2. Unit Organization on Carbon and its compounds
These topics have been chosen because they are, by na-
ture and use, broad and inclusive. Therefore, they will easily
allow for much individual experimentation and observation.
They will also provide a wide reading range and ample opportu-
nity for correlation.
Textbooks
Each student has in his possession a copy of New Practical
Chemistry
,
by Black and Conant, published by the MacMillan Com-
pany, New York. 1936., and New Laboratory Experiments in Prac-
tical Chemistry
,
by N • Henry Black, published by the MacMillan
Company, Nev/ York, 1936.
In addition, the following books were used for supplementary
and. reference purposes;
1. Black, N. Henry and Conant, James B., New Practical Chemis -
try
,
Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1936 Pge. 187-216.
2. McPherson, William, Henderson, William E., and Fowler,
George., Chemistry At Work, Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachu-




3. Brauer, Oscar L- Chemistry and Its Wonders
,
American Book
Company, New York City, 1938* Pge . 191-213.
4. Biddle, James and Bush, Henry, Dynamic Chemistry
,
Rand Mc-
Nally and Company,- New York' City, 1940.
5. Ahrens, Bush’^ Henry, and Easley, J. V., Living Chemistry
,
. Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1942.
,
6. ' Lemkins, William, Vitalized Chemistry
,
College Entrance
• Book Company, New York City, 1945 Chapter on Sulphur.
. -
•, 7. McPherson, William, Henderson, William, and Fowler, George,
. ^
Laboratory Units, in Chemistry
,
Ginn and Company, Boston, Massa-
chusetts, 1945.' Pge. 198-200.




Ginn and Company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1936. Experiments
number 24, 25; and 26.




.-ton Company^ New York City, 1934. Pge. 190.
10. Demlng, Horace, Introductory College Chemistry
,
John Wiley
.and Sons, New York City, 1942.
11. Gordon, Neil E. College Chemistry, The 'World Book Company,
*New York *^ity. 1905.
12. Holmes-, Harry, Out of the Test Tube, The World Books, Inc.
I
I .
New York City, 1943.
-\
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13* Howe, H* E., Chemistry in Industry
,
The chemical Founda-
tion Inc*, New York City, 1934*
14. Slosson, Edwin E., Creative Chemistry
,
The Century Com-
pany, New York ^ity, 1919*
15* Poster, William, Elements of Chemistry
,
D. Van Nostrand
Company, Nev/ York City, 1937*
16* Timm, John A., An Introduction to Chemistry
,
McGrav/ Hill
Book Company, New York City, 1938.
17. Wilson, Sherman and Mullins, M., Applied Chemistry
,
Henry
Holt Company, New York City, 1939#
18. Findlay, Alexander, Chemistry in the Service of Man
,
Long-
mans, Green and Company, New York City, 1925.
19. Teeters, W. R., Modern Life Chemistry
,
J . B. Lippincott,
New York City, 1941.
20. Bruce, George H., High School Chemistry
,
The World Book
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UNIT 1: Sulpiiur and Its Comioounds
General Statement of Unit
fhe part played .- Sulphur, the ^ay-colored solid and powder
that is playing such a wide-range of roles on today's chem-
istry stage, is so important to the Ameracan Scene that no
adult should have its origin and method of extraction hidden
from him.
Shis element, simple as it is, forms the hackground for many
hundreds of valuable compounds. Thus, through chemistry, man
has made sulphur and its allotropic forms serve him in his
numerous and strange needs.
Delimitation of> the Unit '
1. Sulphur and the resultant products formed by or from sul-
phur, constitute the backbone of today's chemistry.
2. The burning of roll sulphur forms by oxidation:
(a) sulphur dioxide
(b) sulphur trioxide
(c) sulphurous acid (v^hen water is introduced)
(d) sulphuric acid (when more oxygen is prese-nt
)
3. Sulphur dioxide is a colorless, choking gas that neither
burns nor supports burning. It is highly soluble in water
and is heavier than air.
4. Sulphur dioxide, when added to v^ater (or v;hen dissolved)
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forms the unstable acid, sulphurous* Inasmuch as dry
sulphur dioxide is not an acid, out when wet is an acid,
it is called an acid anhydride.
5. hjiy substance, which when wet, forms either an acid or
base, is known as an acid or basic anhydride.
6. The standard test for the sulfate ion is to add a little
barium chloride solution to the solution bein^ tested.
The presence of the sulfate ion will result in a tnick,
white precipitate.
7. itoll sulphur may be made into:
(a) prismatic sulphur.. by merely melting- and cool
(b) rhombic sulphur.. by dissolving in cai*bon
bisulphide and evaporating
(c) plastic sulphur.. by boiling and sudden cooling
8. Inasmuch as these ar*e all different crystal ine forms of
the same element they are allotropic forms.
9. The chief commercial uses for sulphur dioxide are:
(a) bleaching
(b) refrigeration
10. Sulphur dioxide bleaches by first forming sulphurous
acid, due to water on the object being bleached. This
unstable acid then removes additional oxy^^en from the dyed
object (forming sulphuric acid) and renders the colored
ob,ject colorless.
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11. v^iienever oxygen is removed from a dye (or colored
material) tiie color fades to vvJiite, or near-wiiite. i'iiis
process is known g^enerally as 'oleachin^.
12. In the commercial extraction of sulphur, sulphur* is
changed to a thick liquid by steam. Compressed air then
turns the molten mass to froth. Additional air-pressure
then forces this froth to the earth’s surface, where, after
evaporation of water, 99.5 per cent pure sulphur results.
15.
fhe above-mentioned method, namely fhe Frasch Method of
jjxtraction, is highly successful because of the ^.reat
insolubility of sulphur in superheated steam.
14. The greatest use for sulphur is found in the raanufactur-e
of sulphuric acid.... he kin^, of the acids."
15. There ar*e two commercial methods for making this acid.
(a) The lead- chamber process
(b) The contact process
16. The Contact process is suj.plantin^ the lead-chamber method
due to the hi£,h cost of the latter.
17. However, The lead-chamber process can be demonstrated
with a felass-model plant in the laboratory, a small
quantity of sulphuric acid can be made and tested.
18. The acid just made will be tested first for the hydrogen
ion, and then for the sulfate ion.
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to its high hoiling point.
HO* Sulphui'ic acid is hygroscopic. I'hsrefore it is often
i )
^ used to aosorh unwanted vi/ater in chemical processes.
21. A soda-acid type fire extinguisher uses sulphui'ic acid
to bring about the desired pressure for discharging, and
the generation of carbon dioxide.
22. It is the carbon dioxide, rather than the water, that
extinguishes the fire.
22. I'he hygroscopic properties of the acid make annual
inspection of the soda-acid extinguisher necessary.
24. A glass laboratory-model of this extinguisher will be
made and used in class.
25. Almost every household refrigerator uses sulphur dioxide
as its refrigerant.
26. fhe principle involved in an electric refrigerator is one
that may be stated, "Compression is a heating process, and
e^qiansion is a cooling process."
27. Sulphur dioxide, under about two atmospheres of pressure,
readily changes to a liq.uid. This forms heat, a.hen the
pressure is released (in the cooling coils) the liquid
sulphur- dioxide expands bach to the gaseous form. This gives
great cooling, or removal of heat from surrounding abjects.
^ )
The process or compression and expansion is commonly called
"mechanical refrigeration."
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SULPHUR AND ITS COIViPOUNDS
Introduction and study guide for unit on sulphur o The phase
of chemistry you are about to unfold for yourself v/ill, doubt-
less, be the most fascinating, challenging project you have
yet experienced. Like all other experiences, you will get out
of your work only that which your past experiences and present
knowledge will enable you to get out of it. I will give you,
presently, a little help in "getting under way," and the Unit
Assignment will tell you just what is expected of you within
the next three weeks.
Under Optional Related Activities
,
which you will find
cataloged on my desk, you will find other pleasant little
" trips" .... take as many as you have time for, or are interested
in.... or perhaps none at all ... .remember ... .they are just what
they say they are ... .Optional#
And nov/, the study guide.
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1. Look over the unit assignment .... (remember you need not
start at the top of the list.)
2. Examine your textbook and get familiar with those in this
room. Ask iliss Glidden for the chemistry reference list.
These books have been put on reserve for your use. (Under-
classmen may not even look at them during the time that you
may need them)
3. V/hen you do perform an experiment .... and you may do so at
any time, write it up in your usual flav/less manner .... submit
it as soon as possible (although you need not submit anything
until the close of the unit.)
4. Nothing will be accepted after the close of school on Dec-
ember 20th,
5. I will be available for conferences and any special help.
6. If you wish to v/ork in your regular laboratory groups feel
free to do so. If you feel you can accomplish more by v/orking
alone, do so, b^/ all means,
7. After completing the unit assignment please consult the
%
%
card-file on my desk and examine the Optional Activities,
After securing my permission on one or more that appeals to
you, carry out the experiment and write it up, as usual.
8. There is one large experiment .. .namely The Lead Chamber
Process for the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid,
V ' \
J . . ‘























I shall oe happy to demonstrate the process for the class
at the time that all will derive the greatest "benefit
from the demonstration. So, £et together and decide ^ust
Vvhen you wish me to do so. It will require the entire
period, therefore, plan no otx.er work for that particular
period.
Please checJt with me before attempting any individual
or ^roup experiment.
IG . The numbers following each statement in your unit
assignment refer to a special book on your reference sheet.
The numbers 5:6:10, for example, mean: reference book number
5, pa^es 6 to 10.
11 and good luck I
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Sulphur and Its Compounds
Sulphur and its numerous compounds form the basis of mo-
dern industrial life, medical research, and man* s countless
activities and processes. It has proved more valuable than
the Philosopher’s Stone, and has shed more light than Aladdin’s
wonderful lamp.
1. Secure an outline map of the United States and shade in
the section of the country where sulphur is found. (1:187-189)
(2:348-350) (3:416-432) (4:286-290)
2. Discuss, in writing, the commercial method of extracting
sulphur. Supply a sketch of the apparatus, and a brief bio-
graphical sketch of the originator. (5:98-99) (1:18^-191)
(also others)
3. In the laboratory, prepare the three alio tropic forms of
sulphur. Write up experiment, as usual. (8:56-59) (2:351)
(1:188-190)
4. Look up the generation of hydrogen sulfide. Prepare some
of the gas, supplying reaction, chemical, physical properties,
uses. (8:59-61) (2:351) (4:299-301)
5. Generate some sulphur dioxide. After preparing one or two
bottles, bubble the gas into a little distilled water. Test
the water, after two minutes, with litmus. ’Write up as usual,
















































(8:61) (2:359-365) (1:202-206) (4:297-298)
6* Prepare a bottle of sulphur dioxide. Suspend some moist
grass in the bottle for five minutes. In your write-up submit
*'before-and-after" samples. Explain carefully, the bleaching
action of the gas. (8:61) (1:202-206)
7. Decide the best time to have the teacher demonstrate The.
Lead Chamber Process for the Manufacture of Sulphuric Acid.
After the demonstration, write up the experiment.
8. Dip a splint into some concentrated sulphuric acid. Ob-
serve and note after two minutes. Hold the splint away from
your clothing and table. Explain the results.
9. Repeat number 8, except this time write your name, using
a stirring rod, on a piece of mathematics paper. Submit
your results, with correct explanation, please.












Make a notebook sketch of the Contact Method for the
making of sulphuric acid. Supply labels on your sketch
*r.
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12. Consult your father, or mother (or better still, your
grandparents) concerning the "benefits” of sulphur and mo-
lasses as a spring tonic. Write a short composition on your
findings
.
13. Pass a stream of hydrogen sulphide into individual test
tubes containing: (1) Copper sulfate (2) Silver nitrate (3)
lead nitrate (4) ferrous hydroxide (5) copper nitrate (6) zinc
sulfate (7) antimony plus water. In each case note the color
formed. Write a reaction for what you saw in each test tube.
(8:59) (1:194-198) (3:429-431) (4:299-301)
r
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Suggested optional related activities ;
1. Have a talk with an automobile mechanic or battery man con-
cerning the construction of a storage battery. Plan a ten mi-
nute talk to the class on your findings, (perhaps you could
bring the man back to school with youl)
2 . Put a clean dime next to your skin. Your vest pocket will
do, nicely. Then swallow one-half teaspoon of sulphur. Ex-
amine the dime after three to five hours. Explain, submitting
the coin.
3. Prepare a bottle of sulphurous acid. Then make a solution
of a few crystals of potassium permanganate and water. Note
deep purple color. Next, add about 1 cc of your sulphurous
acid to the colored sulution. Note "magic" effect. Explain
by a few simple (?) reactions. If you wish, you may demon-
strate your powers as a "magician" before the class.
4. Secure any information you can concerning modern household
refrigeration. Organize your information. Explain briefly,
the physics and chemistry involved.
5. Look up the soda-acid type fire extinguisher. Get one from
the teacher. Take it apart before the class. Explain why it
"works". Re-assemble it, and ask two girls to demonstrate
what you have explained by discharging it in the laboratory#
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6, Make a glass laboratory model of a soda-acid fire extin-
guisher. After discussion with the teacher, demonstrate it
before the class. Be sure to cover the reactions involved,
and explain what really puts the fire out,
7* Write to the Merrimac Chemical Company, Everett, Massachu-
setts, concerning what uses they have for the huge piles of
sulphur that one can see from the windows of any Boston and
Maine train. Read both your letter and your answer,
8, Form a committee to investigate the synthetic rubber in-
dustry, Prepare a letter asking for samples and general in-
formation, You may write G-oodyear Tire and Rubber Company,
Arkon, Ohio,
9, Using a good text, or your druggist, prepare a list of
medicines and drugs, that stem from sulphur, sulphates, and
sulphides. Be sure not to omit the beauty preparations,
10, Purchase a sulphur candle, (any IOC. Store) Study direc-
tions for proper use. Bring it to class and discuss its cor-
rect use,.,its dangers,,, The chemistry involved.
11, If you choose number 10, tell us what the wiser person
does to a room or house, instead of purchasing sulphur candles.
9
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Probable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products
The students may also gain:
1. An appreciation of the wide variety of forms and uses for
sulphur in our daily lives,
2. An appreciation of the vast industrial activities directly
and indirectly associated with sulphur,
3. A realization of the powers of modern chemistry to convert
common substances into complex compounds that are of great
worth and benefit to mankind,
4. The performing of the outlined activities will give to each
pupil certain skills and techniques so necessary to scientific
personnel,
5. A more intimate, specific knowledge of man's efforts to
utilize nature's gifts to the full.
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Completion Tests for Unit One
In place of each blank, fill In the correct word or words,
1.
An acid anhydride Is a compound which,,,,,,,.,,,,.,,..2,
A basic anhydride Is a compound which
3.
Three bleaching agents studied so far this year are..,,
and
4 sulphur Is made by pouring boiling sulphur
into cold water,
5, Storage batteries cause corrosion when they leak because
they contain acid,
6, The sulphate ion causes a precipitate to form in the
presence of
7, Pure sulphur is obtained by the process.
8, A good solvent for sulphur is......,.,
9* »Vhen .....is heated with sulphuric acid, sulphur
dioxide is liberated,











Indicate, by placing the letter T before each statement,
all statement that are true, and F before any statements
you consider false,
( ) 1, Sulphur dioxide will burn.
( ) 2. Sulfa drugs and sulphur are the same things.
(^ ) 3. If a bottle of concentrated sulphuric acid is left
open for a period of time the acid-levels rise,
(2) 4, Sulphur dust is used to combat plant diseases,
(I*) 5. Sulphur is used to vulcanize rubber,
(f) 6, Sulphur dioxide is a good commercial refrigerant.
( ) 7. When lead and sulphur combine they form a sulphate,
(f ) 8, There are two commercial methods for the manufacture
of sulphuric acid,
('^ ) 9. Concentrated sulphuric acid is often used to absorb
unwanted moisture from complex chemical reactions,
.
Sulphur is found in the free state.(T) 10
3S
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Multiple Choice Type Test
Each question below has three (3) choices of answers. Under-
score the correct section enclosed by parenthesis.
1. A crystal of prismatic sulphur is (cubic, needle-like,
double-pyramid) in form*
2. liVhite lead paint turns dark due to action of (carbon di-
oxide, hydrogen sulphide, sulphur dioxide.)
3. Sulphur dioxide has a (sweet, choking, sour) smell.
4. Sulphur dioxide (burns, does not burn, and supports, does
not support) burning.
5. Sulphur dioxide is used as (a drying agent, a bleaching
agent, and catalytic agent.)
6* ViThen any gas is bubbled through sulphuric acid, the acid
acts as a (reducing, catalytic, dehydrating) agent.
7. Sulphuric acid is used to prepare other acids because of
its (low cost, high boiling point, high specific gravity)
8. The standard test for a sulfate is to combine it with
(bari-um chloride, calcium chloride, hydrogen peroxide.)
9. The soda-acid fire extinguisher employs sulphuric acid




10. Concentrated sulphuric acid is a (strong, weak) acid be-
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Keys to Objective Tests
ConiDletlon test;
(1) when added, to water forffli acid
(2) when added to water forms a base

























(4) does not burn, does not
(5) bleaching agent
(6) dehydrating agent
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VISUAL AIDS TO GO WITH UNIT ON
SULPHUR
1* Show 16 nffi silent film; title, "Sulphur” available from
Boston University Visual Aid Department.
2. Show 16 ma. sound film "The Building of A Tire", free; dis-
tributed by Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., Akron, Ohio.
Questions to Answer After Seeing Films
Film number one ;
(a) Describe commercial method for extraction of Sulphur.
(b) Name four uses for sulphur after its extraction.
(c) '/IThich of these four is of the greatest value to man?
(d) Is sulphur imported or exported by United States?
Film number two ;
(a) VVhat is misleading about the phrase "a rubber tire"?
(b) V(/hat percentage of our rubber is used for transportation?
(c) Name the second greatest use for rubber.
(d) What does the word vulcanize mean? What element is re-
quired for vulcanization?
(e) Why are small-diameter automobile v/heels causing American
tire manufacturers such a real problem?
(f) In view of question (e) why do modem cars have such small
diameter wheels and tires?
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Scores on Fre-test and Test
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Scores on Pre-test and Test
At Close of Unit on Sulphur
Pupil No* Pre-test Pinal Test Gain
21 28 44 16
22 30 42 12
• 23 42 63 21
24 27 45 18
25 35 78 43
26 39 57 18
27 33 78 45
28 24 67 43
29 36 81 45
30 54 68 14
31 33 58 25
32 18 81 63
33 45 65 20
34 42 87 45
35 36 71 35
36 48 89 41
37 52 90 38
38 31 70 39
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Scores on Pre-test and Test
At Close of Unit on Sulphur
Pupil No. Pre-test Pinal Test Gain
39 42 76- 34
40 44 68 24
41 40 87 47
42 36 82 46
43 48 60 12
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CARBON, I’HE CMvUST’S TOOL
General Statement of the Unit
CarUon in tiie hands of man «- The importance of car o on,
both as an element and as a chemical reagent, cannot be
overlooked. Carbon, skillfully handled, has proved more
useful to the world than any other single element. There
is not a human life that has not been influenced by it.
Carbon gives us our fuels, our dyes, our gems, our iron
and steel. Now, it is rapidly invading the medicine and
drug fields in the form of radio-active Carbon, 13.
Carbon, the chemist's tool , --indeed— his very greatest tool.
Delimitation of unit .
1. Carbon has three common allotropic forms;
(a) diamond
(b) graphite
^c) coal (coke or charcoal)
2. Carbon, at ordinary temperature, is inactive. However,
at higher temperature it becomes an effective reducing
agent
.
3. The two important oxides of carbon are; (a) carbon dioxide
and (b) carbon monoxide.
4. The test for carbon dioxide is to bubble it through lime-
water. It will turn the solution milky.
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5. Carbon monoxide has lethal effects if inhaled. This
is due to its power to take on additional oxygen, there-by
changing to harmless carbon dioxide. However, the upward
oxidation robs the red blood cells of their oxygen- carrying
ability.
6. The test for carbon monoxide is to burn it, then test the
residual gas (after combustion) for carbon dioxide.
7. Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless tasteless gas.
It is heavier than air and insoluble in water. It burns.
8. Carbon dioxide is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas.
It neither burns nor supports burning. It is an acid anhydride
and is heavier than air.
The chief uses for carbon dioxide are:
(a) "dry ice"
(b) breathing of plants and animals
(c) carbonated beverages
(d) fire extinguishers ("Lux")
10. i^aulty stove-linings are dangerous because every coal-
burning fire produces deadly carbon monoxide at the top of
the fire box. The escape of the fumes will be unnoticed as
the gas, so toxic, is colorless and odorless.
11. <vhen carbon dioxide is added to water it forms carbonic
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12, I'iiere are two types of distillation;
(a) fractional
(Id) destructive
13, Destructive distillation involves the strong heating
of a substance in the absence of air.
14, vnhen coal is destructively distilled, many valuable
products are obtained, a few of these products include;
(a) illuminating gas
(b) ammonia
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CARBON AS A CHEMST’S TOOL
Study Guide;
Carbon,,as a laboratory reagent and as a chemist’s tool is,
without exception, the most important element of the entire
ninety-six elements now at man’s service. As you realize from
your valence, which at once tells you that sometimes it is a
metal and sometimes is a non-metal. In fact, so enormous is
the sstudy of carbon that the entire field of applied chemistry
called Organic Chemistry is devoted to carbon and its compounds.
This unit, together with its study guide, unit assignments, and
optional related activities is presented to you for the express
purpose of Introducing you to ’’King Carbon.”
Again, you are expected, within the next two and one half weeks,
to cover the activities appearing under ’’Unit Assignment”, and
as many Optional Related Activities as you wish to undertake.
This unit calls for one teacher-performed experiment dealing
with carbon monoxide.
After performing all experiments write them up in your usual
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I shall be available for group or individual conferences. Be
sure you are right before proceeding. Remember, first plan
your work, then work your plan. The texts and reference book
for this unit are the same as for lie unit on Sulphur. Numbers,
and groups of numbers that you find following items of your
unit assignment refer to the books and pages ( in some cases )
on v7hich pertinent information may be found.
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1. Carbon is a powerful reducing agent. To show this secure
a charcoal block. Hollow out a -4-" rectangle of the block
and fill it with lead oxide and a little sodium carbonate.
Tlien, using the reducing flame of your burner and a blow-
pipe, reduce the plie of lead oxide. In your write-up cover
the reaction for the chemical change and supply sample of
the process. (2;447) (1:220)
2. Carbon is a powerful adsorber and deodorize. Llake a solu-
tion of v/ater, methyl orange, and ammonium hydroxide, and
boneblack (or ground charcoal.) Stir the mixture for two
minutes at filter. Compare color and odor of filtrate
with that of original solution. Re-filter filtrate. How
does the second filtering compare with original solution?
Write up activity covering: Vfhat removed the odor and color?
\’;hat is meant by absorption? Adsorption? (2:137) (3:442)450)
(2:144-146)
3. See experiment on Destructive Distillation of Soft Coal in
Laborator^i^ Experiments in Practical Chemlstr;;-
. Perform
and v/rite up, as usidial. (8:66-67)
4. Write a 700 v;ord essay on Destructive Distillation. Cover
definition; products 'der-ived from this process v/hen applied
to wood, and to coal; uses for at least four of the products
you mention. (4:631-650)
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5* Set up a carbon dioxide generator. Introduce jet of COg
into some lime v/ater. Write reaction and describe what
you see. Introduce COg into test tube of distilled v/ater.
After five minutes test water with, litmus. Name acid and
v/rite reaction. Taste solution in test tube. Identify
it. Write up experiment in usual manner. (4:458) (8:72-73)
(2:148-153)
6o Write a 200 word essay on the allotropic forms of carbon,
pointing out physical characteristics, uses and values of
each form you introduce. (1:217-218) (3:442-450) (4:644-646)
(2:137-150)
7. Perform the experiment entitled, "Reducing copper oxide
with Carbon" submit usual write-up. (8:70-71)
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Optional related activities .
1. Illustrate, by malting’ a cardboard or wooden model of
the carbon atom, the changeable valence of the element.
2. The cuttin^^ of a diamond is a highly skilled trade. Can
you secure any information on the technique ?’
perhaps an old friend of the family is a diamond expert; he
could be of ^reat help and interest here.
3. Bubble your breath through a little lime water. It turns
milky due to what compound in your breath ? That’s ri^ht,
but continue blowing into the solution for two or three
minutes. Now, when you can supply the reactions involved
show it to the class.
4. Secure a "Lux" fire extinguisher from the local fire
department or ^ara^e. Demonstrate it by discharging just
a few spoons of the solid carbon dioxide. Call attention
to the fact that liquid carbon dioxide is non-existent in
the process. Gan you name the phenomenon of passing from
the solid state to the gaseous state without passing
throue^h the liq.uid state ?
5. Vvrite a 200-word essay on "How I May Aviod Deadly
Carbon Monoxide i’umes."
6. Carbon monoxide is a major problem in the operation
of vehicular tunnels. Hov; is the problem solved ? (see 3:450)
7« Make a chart naming three different types of
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each type, and the kind of fire each is especially suited for.
incidentally, if you could afford but one e:x;tin^uiEher for
youi’ post-war home, which should you purchase? V/hy?
8. Recalling fhe Lav/ of Conservation of jUner^y, trace the
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uProbable Incidental and Indirect Learning Products
1. An appreciation for the complex nature of carbon and the
important compounds formed due to carbon* s great varia-
bility.
2. A greater realization of the fact that nature has given
. man only a fev/ elements, but tiirough simple processes man
is able to bring about hundreds of valuable compounds.
3. With the man-made compounds come certain dangers. It is
through training and education that we obtain the bene-
fits of chemistry and avoid the dangers.
4. Although modern chemists bring about complex products, the
techniques and processes involved are, to a great extent,
simple
.
5. The awakening to the vast number of common substances used,
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VISUAL AIDS TO GO WITH UNIT ON
CARBON
1. Life Magazine ; December 21, 1942; page 51
Carbon Dioxide, puts out fires, inflates life rafts,
open bomb bays.
2. Show film. Carbon Monoxides--TIie Unseen Danger
The Carbon-Oxygen Cycle
Selected Educational T/Io tional Pictures Catalogue Page '55-^6
3. Show film. Oxidation and Reduction
This film shov/s reduction of dry ice to Carbon by the com-
bustion of magnesium.
Boston University Film Service. P 247 Carbon
qUESTIONS TO ANSWER AFTER VIEvVITG FILMS
Film number one :
(a) Name two things that every motorist should do to protect
himself from carbon monoxide poisoning.
(b) '‘Plants feed animals, and animals feed plants." Explain
(c) "a person with a very keen sense of smell need not fear
carbon monoxide." Point out a serious error in this reasoning.
Film number two ;
(a) y/hat are the chemical and physical properties of carbon
dioxide?
(b) Name three important commercial uses for carbon dioxide.
(c) .Vhy is "dry ice" so correctly named? What is the name of
the process through which this solid passes?
(d) If substance A has been oxidized in the presence of sub-
stance B, what do you immediately know about substance B?
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Tests for Unit Two
Writo correct v\rord (or words) on bianks at .r*iglfit to correspond
with letters indicating missing word in each question.
1. There are two types of distillation.
One is ( a) ( a)
and the other is(b) (b)




3. A type of carbon used for lubrication is
(f) (f)
4. Coal gas is produced by the (g) (g)
of(h) (h)
5. The Wo common oxides of carbon are
(i) and (1)
(j) (.1)
6. (k) is a powerful reducing
agent. ( k)
7. Carbon (1) is an (m) ( 1
)
^because when bubbled into water( m)
it forms (n) which turns (n)
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8. Heavy carbon dioxide is distributed
throughout the earth's atmosphere
by a process knov/n to chemists as
(q)
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Indicate by the letter T or P before each statement, the
truth or falseness of the following:
( ) (1) Graphite and d iamond are two crystaline forms of carbon.
( ) (2) Coal and coke are two amorphous 5‘orms of carbon.
( ) (3) Carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide are about equally
soluble in v/ater.
( ) (4) Carbon dioxide burns to form more carbon dioxide.
( ) (5) Carbon is areducing agent.
( ) (6) Carbon monoxide is an oxidizing agent.
( ) (7) The world's supply of coal is more valuable than its
supply of diamonds.
( ) (8) Carbon monoxide results from the burning of carbon in
a plentiful supply of oxygen.
( ) (9) The standard test for carbon dioxide involves the use
of calcium hydroxide.
( ) (10) On the whole, carbon monoxide has caused more harm than
benefit to man.
( ) (11) Destructive distillation is so-called because it des-
troys the plant in which it is carried on.
( ) (12) Ammonium is one of the products of d es tructi ve dis-
tillation.
( ) (13) Diamonds have bsen made synthetically.
( ) (14) The reaction for the burning of carbon is an example
of single replacement.
( ) (15) The removal of tiny solid particles in solution by
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Multiple Choice Test;
In each of the following statements several answers are sug-
y ^ gested in parenthesis. Underscore the section so-enclosed
^7 that is correct.
(1) Diamonds are used for drills because (they are hard, they
are expensive, they gleam in the dark) •
(2) Carbon monoxide is a good reducing agent because (it Is
cheap, it can be compressed, it can take on oxygen)*
(3) Carbon dioxide is used to make soda water because (it forms
and acid, it is not soluble in water, it has a pleasant
taste ).
(4) The poisonous property of carbon monoxide is due to its
(violent odor, ability to rob heamoglobin of oxygen, its
stinging sensation to the nose and throat).
(5) Once a soda-acid type fire extinguisher is started it (can
be stopped by standing on its base, it can be stopped by
shutting it off, it cannot be stopped)*
(6) A soda-acid type extinguisher is excellent for (grass fires,
waste-basket fires, electrical switch-board fires) .
(7) A lead-pencil is (correctly, incorrectly, almost correctly)
named
,
(8) The valence of carbon in carbon monoxide is (1,2,3) while
in carbon dioxide its valence is (0,1, 2, 3, 4,^) ,
(9) Carborundum is a (hard, soft, liquid) form of carbon.
(10) A compound could be proved to contain carbon by (burning
it, by its black color, by dipping it in limewater).
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( j carbon dioxide
(k) carbon monoxide
(l) carbon dioxide








(s) breathing (fire exting)
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Key to Objective Test
IVIULTIPLE-CHOICE TEST ;
91) they are hard
(2) it can take on more oxygen
(3) it has a pleasant taste
(4) ability to rob heamoglobin
(5) it cannot be stopped
(6) waste basket fires
(7) incorrectly
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No, Pre-test Pinal Test Gain
1 36 88 52
2 34 76 42
3 22 94 72
4 40 86 46
5 28 74 46
6 36 84 43
7 48 88 40
8 32 86 54
9 23 86 58
10 48 80 32
11 36 78 42
12 38 80 42
13 50 92 42
14 20 74 54
15 44 78 34
16 64 86 22
17 44 88 38
A









































































No* Pre-test Pinal Test Gain
18 48 90 42
19 60 86 26
20 44 78 34
21 48 82 34
22 28 62 34
23 46 90 44
24 25 90 28
25 44 86 42
26 55 90 35
27 56 90 34
28 52 84 32
29 74 96 22
30 48 86 38
31 30 76 46
32 58 92 32
33 64 84 20
34 72 90 18
35 48 • 83 40
(continued)
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Pupil Pre-Test Pinal Test Gain
36 58 90 32
37 82 96 14
38 68
39 66
40 58 92 34
41 78 96 18
42 58 88 30




Scores Mid-Point Frequency D Pd Gum Freq U Pu Pu^
14-13 16 3 -5 -15 41 -5 -15 75
19-23 21 3 -4 -12 38 -4 -12 48
24-28 29 2 -3 -6 35 -3 -6 18
29-33 31 3 -2 -6 33 -2 -5 12
34-38 36 12 -1 -12 30 -12 12
30-43 41 9 0 0 18 0 0 0
44-43 46 5 1 5 9 1 5 5
49-53 51 1 2 2 4 2 2 4
54-58 56 2 " 3 6 3 3 6 18
59-53 61 0 4 0. 1 4 0 0
64-68 66 0 5 0 . 1 5 0 0







Table 3. Statistics based on Net Gains made in













Scores Mid-point Frequency d or u fd Cum free fu Pu^
12-16 14 4 -6 -24 44 -24 144
17-21 19 5 -5 -25 39 -25 125
22-26 24 2 -4 -8 34 -8 32
27-31 29 4 -3 -12 32 -12 36
32-36 34 6 -2 -12 28 -12 24
37-41 39 5 -1 -5 22 -5 5
42-46 44 9 0 0 17 0 0
47-51 49 2 1 2 8 2 2
52-56 54 0 2 0 6 0 0
57-61 59 5 3 9 6 9 27
62-66 64 2 4 8 3 8 32
67-71 69 0 5 0 1 0 0
72-76 74 1
44
6 6 0 6 136
QT~
Mean-39 .8 Points Gain
MedianI39 •7 Points Gain
Standardrde viationZ:11.72
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SUBJECTIVE OBSERVATION Al'ID COMERTS
Teachers Conments Concerning the Unit
The completed units . --With the completion of the work on
the two units of a study and research, I should like to set
forth the following observation and reactions:
1. The presentation of the study guide and the unit assign
' ment sheets seems to give the feeling of "planned work" and
"forethought" to the students. Thus from the very outset of
unit teaching, better attitudes and work habits are obvious to
< the teacher.
2. The teacher notices a great reduction in the amount
of "paper work" he or she is required to do. Pupils seem to
prefer to do the entire unit, collect the required work in a
folder, and submit the two or three weeks v/ork as a single
unit. Thus, the teacher is able to inspect the .work of each
student over a period of prolonged study, at a single sitting,
rather than the "hour-a-day, everyday" method.
3. It will be noted, from the charts on pages 52 and 52,
that those students with the lower scores on the pre-test showed
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The natural conclusion here might well be that the units were
especially-well adapted to the needs of the slower students*
Hov/ever, the writer wishes to point out the error in this ob-
servation, inasmuch as a net gain in test scores is, like all
other measurements, relative. That is to say, a student who
obtained a high initial score and one only ten to fifteen
points higher on his final score has perhaps worked much harder,
and gained twice the knowledge and skill of another student
who shows a net gain of twenty to thirty points in the scale
from which a student begins, when evaluation of method is un-
der consideration; it could well be, for example, that more
actual knowledge and experience is required to raise a score
from 75 to 85, than is i'equired to bring the increase from 25
to 75. While no pertinent study or research findings are
available on the quantity of achievement versus the quality
of achievement, thewriter merely raises to point for the reader’s
consideration.
4. Bearing in mind the above commentary, it is the teacher’s
opinion that provisio^f^^or individual differences in high
school chemistry classe;^<fi^s always been considered well-nigh
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impossible. The reasons given have includ^^T^nflexihility
of the subject-matter, lack of time in a one-year subject,
and college entrance requirements. As a result of this
great "inflexibility”, the timid or slower student soon
v;ithdrav/s from the conventional and dry-as-dust recita-
tion or 'discussion periods. Once this happens, the waters
begin to draw him down to the inky depths of frustra-
tion and failure. However, the unit method enables each
student to begin his ov;n individual study where his present
knowledge ceases, and to continue alone, or in small
groups, at a rate of progress that he, himself, sets;
5. Again, the teacher, through wise planning and
anticipation of special difficulties to be encountered
by the slov/er students, can direct more attention to these
students, without Injury to those of greater capacities.
This observation might account for the somev/hat greater
gains in test scores, as pointed out in paragraph 3.
6, Students* comments on the v/ork .--At the close
of the two units the v/rlter took it upon himself to
solicit frank and honest criticisms from the students
concerning their reactions and evaluations of the work
just completed.
The comments v;ere interesting, to say the very least. Some
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or their condensations, are as follows:
1, Thirty-nine out of forty-four students felt that
the units made chemistry far more ”real and v/orthwhile”
than did day-to-day classroom teaching.
2, Twenty-six students liked the idea of a long-term
assignment, as opposed to a "daily dose" of prescribed
study* They remarked that this type of teaching smacked
of collegiate work, and that practice in it would stand
them in good stead in later years.
3. Sioramarizing the points most frequently given by
the students:
(a) Had my first experience in budgeting time
(b) Can now recognize main facts and learn them Mou^
(c) A real chance to observe for myself
(d) Twice I repeated work because I did not fully
understand what I saw. I am just naturally
slow, I guess.
4. One student’s remarks, both about himself and the
unit were of exceptional interest. He v/rote:
"Doubtless, you will think this strange, but here
it is. Although I aiii a senior in this school, I have
never been much of a student. In fact, I have never
taken a single book from the library. That is, not




Then, all of a sudden I wanted to knov/ the ansv/ers
to a few' of those questions on the Unit Assigmnent
sheet. The only w'ay I could find them was to look
up the books. Before I knev/ what, I had requested
three reference books and I actually took them home
to read for my answers,"
5. Discouraged students* responses . --Three students
out of the two whole groups stated that they disliked the
imit method of study. All three admitted that for some
reason, they just never "caught on" to what it v;as all
about. One of the students thought that the directions
were too long and too hard to follov;.
Another stated that unless he was told, period by period,
just what to study, and just what to learn, he was unable
to tell v/hat was important, (important for test purposes
v/as the im-plicatlon. )
The third student seemed to feel that the tv/elfth grade
v/as no time to start a new technique of study. lie stated
that if he had been exposed to this method in the grades,
he might have reacted more favorably.
It is interesting to note that the intelligence
quotients of all three students are less than 103, and
one of these had transferred to the school only six weeks
prior to the unit presentation. In the case of the latter
student, at least, disatisfaction might have been caused
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Unit orgrjiization encoure^^es outside study and
correlation with other subjects. In this particular field,
chemistry students must be able to draw laboratory equipment,
and commercial applications of the apparatus. Then, the
equipment cUid processes must be clearly explained. In this
way the .irt and English departments become an important and
integrated part of the unit.
7. 'The students’ interest in having their pictures
taken, while engaged in special laboratory experimentation
w'as noted. Each student bent every effort to have his
appar-atus letter-perfect, in the hope that his apparatus
would be photographed, and then seen by other students and
teachers.
The idea of the use of photography as a vehicle of motivation
(if only for local bulletin boai'd purposes) seems to be both
sound and unique.
8. In the composing of the related activities, the
\;riter noticed that v;henever a little humor or personal flavor
entered the directions, those vi/ere the activities most
frequently chosen.
Por example: one card directing the student to make wealc
sulphurous acid, (which will instantly blanch any colored
liquid to a crystal-clear solution) suggested, at the very
outset, that "'This Experiment for Ilagicians and Their
Families Only."

This particular activity enjoyed a parade of embryonic
Thurstons and HoudinisI
/ 9, Viev/ing the unit method of organization from
this perspective, it becomes obvious to all teachers
that the development of original thinking, practice in
the art of self-direction and discipline, and the true
recognition of the really worthvdiile elements in a given
task will, beyond doubt, prove invaluable to our young
men and young women.
It is, in the minds of many of our present-day educators,
the very absence of these abilities that so sorely plague
the world to-day. And thus, all the peoples of the civiliz-
ed world are groping for the real the lasting values
that must be sought and found if man is to enjoy the
heritage that Chemistry is now in a position to stretch
before him.
Surely, the ability to organize and observe, to study
and interpret, to analyze and record v/ill prove "more
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